Abstract. The linear stability of plan Poiseuille flow of an electrically conducting viscoelastic fluid in the presence of a transverse magnetic field is investigated numerically. The fourth-order Sommerfeld equation governing the stability analysis is solved by spectral method with expansions in lagrange's polynomials, based on collocation points of Gauss-Lobatto. The critical values of Reynolds number, wave number and wave speed are computed. The results are shown through the neutral curve. The main purpose of this work is to check the combined effect of magnetic field and fluid's elasticity on the stability of the plane Poiseuille flow. Based on the results obtained in this work, the magnetic field is predicted to have a stabilizing effect on the Poiseuille flow of viscoelastic fluids. Hence, it will be shown that for second-order fluids (K < 0), the critical Reynolds numbers Re c increase when the Hartman number M increases for different values of elasticity number K, which is a known result. The more important result we have found, concerning second-grade fluids (K > 0) is that the critical Reynolds numbers Re c increase when the Hartman number M increases for certain value of elasticity number K and decrease for others. The latter result is in contrast to previous studies.
Introduction
The general nonlinear mechanical properties of the viscoelastic fluids greatly complicate the calculation of their hydrodynamic flow characteristics, specially when the flow is affected by various external factors such as a magnetic field serving as an effective mean of control. Some investigations had been made on the effect of a transverse magnetic field on the stability of plane Poiseuille flow. Lock [1] has simplified the governing equations of stability and has applied the method of asymptotic solutions and the result was that the magnetic field has a powerful stabilizing effect on the fluid flow. Following Lock, Takashima [2] has checked the validity of Lock's simplification and he has found that except the case when the magnetic Prandtl number P m is sufficiently small, the magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on the Newtonian fluid flow (at least in the range of the Hartman numbers M covered in this work). The role played by the elasticity of viscoelastic fluids in the transition from a laminar to turbulent flow has been investigated by Shun and Schwarz [3] , then by Sadeghy et al. [4] . It is concluded that for plan Poiseuille flow of second grade fluids (K > 0) is identically stable and this flow of second order fluids (K < 0) is instable. This problem has been treated in the presence of a magnetic field by Carlsson and Lundgren [5] . They have shown some results of the stability of second grade Rivlin-Ericksen magnetofluid flow, between parallel planes in the cases when the imposed magnetic field is either parallel to the flow direction and perpendicular to the planes. It has been seen that the magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on the flow in the case of a coplanar magnetic field. However, they did not give any result about the transverse magnetic field. In the present work, we reexamine in a greater detail and a e-mail: , abs.rafiki@gmail.com we extend the problem first treated by Carlsson and Lundgren [5] ; when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the planes. Our study mainly focuses on the combined effect of magnetic field and fluid's elasticity on the Poiseuille flow. A simplification of the stability equations, that has been made by Lock [1] is used in our problem; considering the fact that the magnetic Prandtl number P m for most electrically conducting fluids is extremely small. The spectral method based on collocation points of Gauss-Lobatto [canuto et al.] [6] is used to solve the resulting stability equations. Besides, to make the work more tangible, we examine the behavior of the most dangerous mode for different values of M and K. The stability of the flow is defined as the sign of the imaginary part of the eigenmodes and its large absolute value. These investigations show that the transversal magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on the Poiseuille flow of the second order fluids (K < 0). In contrast, the magnetic field has both stabilizing and destabilizing effects on the Poiseuille flow of second-grade fluids (K > 0).
Governing equations and dimensionless parameters
We consider a plane Poiseuille flow of an electrically conducting fluid between two parallel plates in the presence of a uniform external magnetic induction B 0 perpendicular to the plates for a second-grade and second-order models. A Cartesian co-ordinate system (x * , y * , z * ) is chosen such that the origin, 0, is a midway between the plates with the x-axis in the direction of the flow, the y-axis perpendicular to the plates, and z the neutral direction. the plates are assumed at y = ±h, and the uniform magnetic induction B has the components (0, B 0 , 0).
The equations governing fluid motion in dimensionless form are given by:
The extra stress τ is defined by:
We used here the following dimensionless variables after dropping the sign * over the variables:
In the above equations, the Reynolds number, the elasticity number, the magnetic pressure number, and the Prandtl number are defined respectively as:
where ρ is the fluid density, ν is the kinematic viscosity,U 0 is the velocity at the center, α i is the normal stress module time, σ is the electrical conductivity, µ 0 is the magnetic permeability and A i is kinematical tensors. The no-slip condition is satisfied by the velocity at the plates, while for the magnetic field, the plates are assumed to be electrically non-conducting. Since we shall restrict our study of the stability analysis to two-dimensional perturbations, the solution for fully developed Poiseuille flow between two plates in two-dimensional flow (x, y) is:
where M is the non-dimensional quantity B 0 h √ σ/ρν which call the Hartmann number, and R m = ReP m = U 0 hµ 0 σ is the magnetic Reynolds number.
Stability analysis

Linear stability
we now perturb the steady-state solution and perform the standard normal mode analysis to look for the solution in the form:
Having introduced a perturbation stream function ψ, and decomposed all perturbations into its Fourier modes as:
where ϕ, δ, θ are the (complex) amplitudes of the perturbations ψ, b x , b y respectively, α is the wave number and c is the complex wave speed. Applying the assumptions (7) and (8) in the Eq.(1) and the y component of Eq. (2), neglecting second and higher order of the perturbation, we can find the following equations:
Above D represents differentiation with respect to the wallnormal coordinate (y). According to Lock [1] for most electrically conducting fluids, the magnetic Reynolds number R m is usually very small, and thanks to this assumption, all terms contain B x b will vanish in Eq. (9) and Eq.(10) and also the term (U b − c)θ in Eq.(10). Thus, the stability equation can be written in the following form as:
Where
for M = 0 and K = 0, Eq.(11) is in the form of OrrSommerfeld equation of ordinary hydrodynamics.
numerical solutions
For specified values of M, K, Re, and α. Eq.(11) define an eigenvalue problem for c. To solve it, we adopt the Tchebychev spectral method based on the most commonly used collocation points of Gauss-Lobatto. For a complete description of this method, we refer to Canuto et al. [6] To validate our code of calculation, our results agree with those obtained by Takashima [2] using the Chebyshev collocation method for Newtonian fluid under a transverse magnetic field. The code is also tested again with the results obtained by Sadeghy et al. [4] when they used the collocation method for the Second-order fluids (K < 0), and the Riccati method in the case of second-grade fluids (K > 0). Their results are in good agrement with ours presented in Tables 1 and 2 when M = 0.
Results and discussion
Having validated our code, we are now at the stage of presenting our instability results depicting the effects of fluid elasticity and the magnetic field on the stability of plan Poiseuille flow. In the following two subsections, we present the results of the second-order (K < 0) and the second-grade (K > 0) fluids. 
Second-order fluid
It is seen from Figure 1 and Table 1 that at fixed Hartmann number M, the minimum critical Reynolds number Re c decreases and the critical wave number α c increase by an increase in the absolute value of elasticity number K. While at fixed K and by an increase M, the Re c and α c are also increased. This highlights that the existence of the elasticity in the fluids has a destabilizing effect on the second-order fluid flow, which is stabilized by an imposed transverse magnetic field. Figure 4 depicts the effects of magnetic field and elasticity number K on the most dangerous eigenmodes at Re = 10000 and α = 1. This figure shows that the magnitude of imaginary part of the eigenvalue (|c i |) increases gradually with the increase of the absolute value of elasticity number K and decreases when the Hartmann number M increases. Hence, we conclude that the fluid elasticity has a destabilizing effect and the transversal magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on this eigenmode. The eigenmode is highly unstable at this range of Reynolds number and wave number, as noted by the large value of imaginary part c i and its positive sign. Figure 2 shows the effect of magnetic field (Hartmann number M) on the neutral stability curves at different values of elasticity number K. Also, Table 2 presents results depicting the effects of magnetic field and fluids elasticity on the critical threshold. As can be seen in Figure 2 and Table 2 . At fixed M, the critical Reynolds number Re c is increased by an increase in the elasticity number K. Hence, the second-grade fluids elasticity has a stabilizing effect on the Poiseuille flow. For K = 10 −5 , we notice from Figure 3 that the magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on the second-grade fluids flow. The most important results we have found (see Table 2 , when K = 5.10 −5 and 10 −4 ) are that in the range of M < 3 the critical Reynolds number Re c is increased by an increase in the Hartmann number M. However, in the range of 3 < M < 4 the critical Reynolds number Re c is decreased by an increase in Hartmann number M. Hence, we conclude that the magnetic field has a stabilizing and destabilizing effect on the second-grade fluids flow. When K = 2.10 −4 , the critical Reynolds number Re c increases gradually with increases of the Hartmann number M. Therefore, the second-grade fluids flow becomes extremely stable. At Re = 10000 and α = 1, Figure 4 shows that the magnitude of imaginary part of the most dangerous eigenmode (|c i |) decreases with the increase of Hartmann number M up to a certain values of M = 3 and then it increases with the increase of M at different values of elasticity number K. Therefore, the magnetic field has a stabilizing and destabilizing effect on this eigenmode. Also, we see from this figure, when M < 3, the magnitude of imaginary part of this eigenmode decreases with the elasticity number K increases. Hence, the fluid's elasticity has a stabilizing effect on this eigenmode. Interestingly, as shown in figure 4 , an increase or decrease in the elasticity number appears to have no major effect on the magnitude of c i for 3 < M < 4. The most dangerous eigenmode is stable in the case when K = 10 −4 and 2.10 −4 as noted by the negative value of c i at various values of M, and in the case when K = 10 −5 and 5.10 −5 the most dangerous eigenmode is unstable respectively for M < 1 and M < 0.7, and then it becomes stable below these values of M.
Second-grade fluid
Conclusion
A linear stability analysis of plane Poiseuille flow of both second-order (K < 0) and second-grade (K > 0) fluids has been presented. The critical numerical values of Reynolds number Re c , wave number α c and wave speed c = c r + ic i were obtained for several selected values of the Hartmann number and elasticity number. For the second-order fluid flow, we can conclude that the magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on the flow and this effect decreases as elasticity number increases. Besides, for the most dangerous eigenmode at Re = 10000 and α = 1, it has been found that as the elasticity number K increases: that is as we approach towards Newtonian fluid limit, the most dangerous eigenmode became more stable, 06006-p.3 however no stabilization does not occurs, even by increase in the Hartmann number M. The results presented in this work for second-grade fluid flow, reveal in the first place that the fluids elasticity has a stabilizing effect on the Poiseuille flow. Moreover, the magnetic field has been predicted to have the same effect on this flow. However, a change in the Hartmann number M leads to a considerable change of the critical Reynolds number Re c . Consequently, a sudden destabilization of this flow can be observed at certain values of elasticity number (5.10 −5 < K < 10 −4 ). We can conclude that the combined effect of second-grade fluid elasticity and the transverse magnetic field is to stabilize or destabilize the plane Poiseuille flow. Secondly, at Re = 10000 and α = 1, the fluids elasticity has a stabilizing effect on the most dangerous eigenmode for various values of Hartmann number lower than M = 3, and then in the range of 3 < M < 4, the magnetic field has a destabilizing effect on this eigenmode. However, the fluid elasticity has no effect in this range of Hartmann number M. Finally, it can be noted that our conclusion are agree with the previous known results saying that the transverse magnetic field has a stabilizing effect on the plane Poiseuille flow (Lock [1] , Takashima [2] , Carlson et al. [5] ), and the elasticity of second-order fluids has an opposed effect (Shun et al. [3] , Sadeghy et al. [4] ), and that of second-grade fluids has a stabilizing effect in this flow (Sadeghy et al. [4] ). In addition, we are the first to study the combined effect of the magnetic field and fluid's elasticity on the stability of Poiseuille flow of second-order and second-grade fluids, and depicting this effect on the most dangerous eigenmode of fundamental mode defined as Re = 10000 and α = 1. 
